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THE GREEN CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE REPRESENTATIONS 
OF HECKE ALGEBRAS OF TYPE Ar- 1 

JIEDU 

ABSTRACT. We first prove the conjecture mentioned by Leonard K. Jones in his 
thesis. By applying this conjecture, we obtain that the vertex of an indecom-
posable $p-module is an I-parabolic subgroup. Finally, we establish the Green 
correspondence for the representations of Hecke algebras of type Ar_1 . 

INTRODUCTION 

Let R be a Q[u1/ 2]-algebra in which U 1/ 2 is invertible. Let (W, S) be the 
symmetric group on r letters where S is the set of basic transpositions. Then 
the Hecke algebra JtR corresponding to W is a free R-module with basis 
{Tw; W E W} which obey the following multiplication rules (see [Du]): 

where" <" is the Bruhat order and W E W, s E S. 

ifw < ws, 
otherwise, 

The study of the representations of the Hecke algebra ~ has turned' out 
many remarkable q-analogues of the representations of the symmetric groups 
(see [DJ1 and 2, Ho and Jo]). In this paper we shall generalize some basic results 
of Green along the lines of the work of L. Jones (see [Jo]). We organize the pa-
per as follows: After recalling some basic results, we shall prove the conjecture 
(Theorem 2.7) which has been mentioned in [Jo, 5.3]. The Brauer homomor-
phism constructed by Jones will playa key role in proving that conjecture. With 
the aid of this conjecture, we obtain that the vertex of an indecomposable ~ 
module is an I-parabolic subgroup. In the last section, we shall establish the 
Green correspondence for the representations of Hecke algebra ~. 
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1. INDUCED AND INDECOMPOSABLE MODULES 

Let I be a positive integer, I ~ r, and <I>[(U l / 2 ) is the lth cyclotomic poly-
nomial in U l / 2 • Let R[ be the completion of the polynomial ring in the inde-
terminate Ul / 2 over Q localized at the maximal ideal generated by <I>[(U l / 2 ). 

Let K be the quotient field of R[ and F the residue class field Rt/11R[ where 
11 is the generator of the maximal ideal of R[. 

We call that (K, R[, F) is a characteristic 0 modular system. Let R E 
{K,R[,F}. 

Let A be a composition of r. (A composition A of r, denoted A F r, is 
a finite sequence (Al' A2, ... ,An) of nonnegative integers whose sum is r.) 
Then the standard Young (or the parabolic) subgroups JV;. of W consists of 
those permutations of {I , 2, ... , r}· which leave invariant the following sets of 
integers {I, 2, ... ,Ad, {Al + 1, Al + 2, ... ,Al +A2}, {Al +A2 + 1, ... }, .... 
A parabolic subgroup H is called I-parabolic if, for each proper parabolic 
subgroup H' of H, 

dH <I>[(u)l-d H' 
where dw' denotes the Poincare polynomial of W' for any parabolic subgroup 
W' of W. 

If W' is a parabolic subgroup of W, we denote by :;gw' the set of all 
distinguished coset representatives of right cosets of W' in Wand set :;g). = 
~w' if W' = JV;.. Let :;g).p, = :;g). n :;gp,-l . Then :;g).p, is the set of distinguished 
JV;. - Wp, double coset representatives. Also, the R-module LWEW' RTw is a 
subalgebra of 2R, which is called the parabolic subalgebra of 2R, denoted by 
Jl"w'. We will use the abbreviation ~ instead of Jl"W;. • 

If M is an 2R-module and N is an ~-module, then we denote by MJR5. 
the restriction of M from 2R-module and denote by NlfR = N ®JR5. 2R the 
induced module of N. The q-analogue of Mackey's decomposition theorem 
for finite groups holds (see [DJ1, Jo]). 

1.1 Theorem (Mackey's decomposition). Let A, Jl F r and let N be an 2R-~ 
bimodule then 

(NlfR)~ ~ L [(N ®JR5. Td ) ®.;r,;(d)~] , 
dEfglp. 

where v(d) is defined by J¥,.,(d) = W;.d n ~ for all dE :;g).p,. 0 

Let M be a finitely generated indecomposable right 2R-module. Then, by 
[Jo, 3.35], there exists a parabolic subgroup JV;. of W unique up to conjugation 
such that M is relatively ~-projective (see the definition in [Jo, Chapter 3]) 
and such that JV;. is W -conjugate to a parabolic subgroup of any parabolic 
subgroup Wp, of W for which M is relatively ~-projective. 

We call JV;. the vertex of M. In the next section we shall see that the vertex 
of M must be an I-parabolic subgroup of W. 

Mackey's theorem can be used to prove the following result. 

1.2 Proposition. Let Wr be the vertex of the indecomposable 2R-module M. 
Then 

(a) There is an indecomposable J1!;-module N such that MINlfR. 
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(b) If N' is another indecomposable 2r-module with the property (a), then 
there is an element 

such that 

as 2r-modules. 
The notation XI Y means that X is isomorphic to a direct summand of Y 

and Nw(W.) denotes the normaliser of W. in W. 

Proof. Since M is relatively 2r-projective, we have 

MIM®2;~. 

Thus, there is an indecomposable direct summand N of M2; such that 

MIN®2;~. 

Hence (a) follows. 
Assume that V is an indecomposable 2r-module with 

MIV®2;~· 

Since NIM2; we have 

By Mackey's theorem, 

(V ®2; ~)2; ~ EB (V ®2; Td ®..f:;(d) 2r) 
dE~TT 

where v(d) is defined by Wv(d) = W/ n w.. Thus by Krull-Schmidt theorem, 
there is d E f:gn such that 

Therefore 
MI V ®2; Td ®..f:;(d) ~ • 

Since W. is the vertex of M it follows from Higman's criterion [Jo, 3.34] that 

W. ~w Wv(d) = W/ n w.. 
Therefore 

w. = W/ n W. and dE Nw(Wr ). 

Thus we have 
NIV ®2; Td • 

Since V is indecomposable, so is V ®2; Td, hence 

as 2r-modules. 0 

The module N is called a source of M. 
To study the representations of Hecke algebras, the relative norm plays a 

remarkable role (see [Du, Jo]). Here is the definition of relative norms. 
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1.3 Definition. Let A., It be compositions of r such that »l ~ WJl. Let M 
be an ~-~ bimodule and b EM. Define the relative norm 

Nwp,w,.(b) = L TW-lbTw • 
wEg"nWp 

There are a number of nice properties of relative norms which will be used 
freely in the subsequent discussion. These results are mostly due to P. Hoefsmit 
and L. Scott. One can find a complete proof in [Jo, Chapter 3]. 

Let M be an J?;:-J?;: bimodule. We define 

ZM(J?;:) = {m E M I hm = mh for all h E J?;:} . 

Obviously Z(J?;:) = Zx:t(J?;:) is the center of J?;: and, for M = HomR(N, N) 
where N is a right J?;: -module, 

ZM(J?;:) = Homx:t(N, N) . 

One can describe a basis of the center Z (~) of ~ or a basis of the q-
Schur algebra SR(n, r) in terms of relative norms (see [Du, Jo]), which give us 
much more facilities. 

Let Pk = U(lk, l'-kl) where k satisfies r = kl + s, s < I. In [Jo, 5.3] there is 
a conjecture as follows: 

1.4 Conjecture. Nw , Pk (1) is invertible. 
We shall prove this conjecture in the next section. 

2. THE INVERTIBILITY OF NW,Pk(l) 

In [Jo] a Brauer-type homomorphism is constructed and the image of certain 
basis of Z (~) is discussed modulo a conjecture which has been proved in 
[Sh, Proposition 11]. The proof of Proposition 2.6 below is motivated by the 
argument in [Jo]. 

Let y = (l, r - I). Then ~ ~ Jf[ ® J!;-I where Jf[ = ,J!(I, 1,-/) and J!;-I = 
,J!(II ,r-/)' Since W is a disjoint union of the subsets Wy and W'xW' for 
x rt. W)' and W' = U(I, 1,-/) , that is, 

W= W)'u ( U W1XW1) 
x ~ If), 

(see the proof of [Jo, 5.1.5]), we have 

(2.a) 

where Mr = EB x ~ Wy Jf[TxJf[ . 
Let n be the projection of Z(~) onto Z(~) and let a be the canonical 

map from Z(~) onto Z(~)/Nwl,I(~) nZ(~). Then the map 

f = a 0 n: Z(~) -> Z(~)/NWI, I(~) n Z(~) 
is an algebraic homomorphism which is called the Brauer homomorphism, fol-
lowing Jones. 
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2.1 Lemma. Let n be as above and let 

h = LawTw E Z~(~). 
w 

Then n(h) = 0 if and only if Sl = (l, 1+ 1) < w for all w with am =I- o. 
Proof. Immediate from the fact that w ¢. Wy if and only if Sl < w. 0 

2.2 Lemma. Z(~)/Nwl,I(~)nZ(~) ~ [Z(~/NWI,I(~]®Z(K,-l). 
Proof. We first claim that 

(2.b) NWI ,I(~ ® Z(K,-l) = (Nwl ,I(~ ®K,-l) n (Z(~ ® Z(K,-l)). 
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Obviously, the left-hand side of (2.b) is contained in the right-hand side. Let 
{Vi, 1 :::; i :::; s} be a basis of Z(~ such that {Vi, 1 :::; i :::; t} is a basis of 
NW', I (~. If a = l:~=1 Vi ® ai is an element of right-hand side of (2.b) then 
it is easy to see ai E Z (K,-l). Hence the claim is proved. Thus by the claim, 

Z(~)/NWI,I(~) nZ(~) 

~ [Z(~ ® Z(K,-I)]/[Nwl, I(~ ®K,-l n Z(~ ® Z(K,-l)] 
~ [Z(~ ® Z(K,-I)]/[Nwl ,I(~ ® Z(K,-l)] 
~ [Z(~/Nwl ,I(~] ® Z(K,-l). 

Hence the result. 0 

Let Z=Z(~/NWI,I(~ and let r=kl+s, s<l. For each m, 1 :::;m:::; 
k we define 

fm = (idz ® ... ® idz ®f) 0···0 (idz ®f) 0 f. 
, ..., I 

m-I 

Then fm is a homomorphism from Z(~) into 

Z ® ... ® Z ®Z(K,-ml). 
~ 

m 

If e is a central primitive idempotent of ~ then we say that the defect of 
e is m if fm(e) =I- 0 and fm+l(e) = O. 

2.3 Lemma. Let e be a central primitive idempotent of ~. Then eZ(~) is 
a local ring. 
Proof. Let 

.9f =~oP ®~. 

Then ~ is an .9f -module defined by 

h(hl ® h2) = hlhh2 

for h, hi , h2 E ~ , and the .9f -submodules of ~ are ideals of ~. So e~ 
is an indecomposable .9f -submodule. Hence EndoW' (e ~) is a local ring. 

Since End~(e~) = e~, it follows that 

EndoW'(e~) = Z(e~) = eZ(~), 
hence the result. 0 
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2.4 Lemma. Let e be a central primitive idempotent and f(e) =I- o. Then 
there exist pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents {ei! h <i<s, {ei2}r <i<s of 
Z , Z (J'!;-/) respectively such that - - - -

s 
f(e) = Lei! 0 ei2. 

i=l 

Moreover, if the defect of e is m then the defect of ei2 :::; m - 1 for all i. 
Proof. Let {ei}, {ej} be the pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents of Z, 
Z (J'!;-/) respectively such that 

lz = Lei, l z (K,_I) = Lej. 
i j 

Then 

i,j 

is a decomposition of primitive idempotents of the identity of Z 0 Z (J'!;-/) . 
Since f(e) is an idempotent of Z 0 Z(J'!;-/) we may find an expression of 
f(e) as desired. 

Suppose that there is t, 1 :::; t :::; s, such that et2 is of defect ~ m. Thus 
fm(et2) =I- 0 and therefore 

s 

fm+l(e) = Lidz(ei!) 0 fm(ei2) =I- O. 
i=l 

This is contrary to our assumption. So the defect of ei2 :::; m - 1 for all i. 0 

Let 1 denote the anti-automorphism of JER defined by I(fw) = TW-l and 
12 = 1. Let Pm = U(l(k-m)l ,1m, lr-kl) , 0:::; m :::; k. 
2.5 Lemma. Let eo be a central primitive idempotent of JER with defect O. 
Then N w , Pk (1 )eo is invertible in eoZ (JER) . 
Proof. Let X be the irreducible character of JER over R = Q( u) associated 
with e' = I(eo). dx denotes the generic degree of X. Then 

dw T ¢ 0 mod(<I>/) 
x 

(see [Jo, 5.2.29]). By the proof of [Jo, 3.5] we have 

Therefore, 

N W ,I(I)e' = ~w x(l)e' ¢ 0 mod(<I>/). 
x 

dw 2 Tr(Nw ,I(I)e') = T X(I) ¢ 0 mod(<I>/). 
x 

On the other hand, we have 
Tr(Nw, 1 (l)e') = Tr(Nw ,Pk (Npk,l (1))e') 

= L Tr(Tw-lNpkol(I)Twe') 
wE9'Pk 

= L Tr(TwTw- le' Npko 1 (1)) 
wE9'Pk 

= Tr(/(Nw ,Pk (1))e' Npko 1 (1)). 
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Since z(Nw,Pk(I))e' commutes with Npb1 (1) we have z(Nw ,Pk(l)eo) is not 
nilpotent, hence Nw , Pk (1 )eo is not nilpotent. Hence Nw , Pk (1 )eo is invertible 
in eoZ(~) since eoZ(~) is a local ring. 0 

We now fix some notation. Let 
do = I, dm = (/, 1+ m)(/ - 1, 1+ m - 1)··· (/ - m + 1, 1+1) 

for 1 :$ m :$ m(/) = min{l, r -I} . Then by [Jo, (5.2.2)] 
9 yy = {dml 0:$ m :$ m(/)} 

and 
Gm = W:m n Wy = WU-m,m,m,r-f-m)' 

2.6 Proposition. Let F be the Brauer homomorphism, 
f: Z(~) ~ [Z(7I[)/NWI, 1(71[)] 0 Z(7!;-f)' 

Then 
f(Nw,Pk(I)) = kNWy,Pk(I). 

Proof. By the transitivity of relative norm we have 
NW,Pk(l) = NW,Wy(Nwy ,Pk(I)) 

(2.c) m(l) 
= L NWy,Gm(TdmNWy,Pk(I)Tdm)' 

m=O 

Let W" = W(ll ,r-f)' Then Gm = Gm1 x Gm2 where Gm1 , Gm2 are the 
intersections of Gm with W', W" respectively. Since 

NWy,Pk(l) = Nw" ,Pk-I (1) E ZKw" (KamJ 
we may write by (2.a) 

Tm = L bzTz . 
zEW" 

z f!. Gm2 
Thus, if dmz dm E Wy with Tz involved in Tm , then 

dmzdm E W:m n Wy = Gm 
hence 

Z E G~m = Gm . 

It follows that (l + m, 1+ m + 1) E Gm since Z E W" and Z fI. Gm2 . This 
is impossible. Therefore dmz dm fI. Wy. Thus each term Tw involved in 
Tdm Tz Tdm satisfies Sf < W • Therefore, by 2.1, 

7C(NWy,Gm(TdmTmTdm)) = O. 
We now examine Nm . By [Jo, 4.33] we express Nm as a linear combination 

of the basis of Z (Kam2 ) : 

Nm = L aaNGm 2, W)'1a) 
af-(r-l) 
W~~Gm2 
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Let 

Then by [Jo, 5.2.21] we have 

Tdml1a Tdm = 

= l1dmadm + L czTz 
s/<z 

where l1dmadm E Z(Kw,,"m)' Thus if we denote Sa = Gm1 X Wa then by [Jo, 
5.2.10] we have 

TdmNGm2, wJl1a)Tdm = TdmNGm , sJl1a) Tdm 
= L TdmX-l l1a Tx dm 

= L TX- 1 (Tdml1a Tdm)Tx 
xE9's'!m nGm 

Q 

= NGm ,sf,m(l1dmadm) + L dwTw. 
s/<w 

Therefore, by (2.1), 

and if 0 < m < I then N Gdm 1 ( 1) is invertible by [Jo], thus 
ml' 

which lies in the kernel of (J. 

By observing (2.c) and the above arguments we obtain that 

f(Nw Pk(I)) = { Nwy,Pk(I), _ _ if m(l) < I, 
, Lm=O,1 f(NWy, Gm (TdmNWy ,Pk (1 )Tdm)) , if m(l) = l. 

In particular, if k = 1 then m(l) < I and 

f(Nw ,Pk(I)) = NWy,Pk(I). 

So the assertion is true for k = 1. Assume now that k > 1. Then m(l) = I 
and we have 

f(Nw ,Pk(l)) = NWy ,Pk(l) + f(Nwy,G/(Td/NWy ,Pk(I)Td)). 
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By induction we get 

Nw" ,Pk (1) = Nw" ,Pk - 1 (1) = (k - l)Nu-;,1 ,Pk - 1 (1) + 
WEW" 

(2/,2/+1)<w 

where Wyl = Jf(1', I, r-2/)' Thus similar reason as before shows that 

n(Nw",G,(Td, L fwTwTd,)) =0. 
WEW" 

(2/,2/+1)<w 

So we eventually obtain that 

f(Nw , Pk (1)) = Nw", Pk (1) + f(Nw", G, (Td,(k - 1 ) Nu-;,l ,PH (1) Td,)) 

= N Wy ,Pk (l) + (k - l)f(Nw",G,(Td,NG"Pk (l)Td,)) 

since pt, = Pk and 

by [Jo, 5.2.20]. 0 

-2 = N Wy ,Pk (l) + (k - l)f(Nw",Pk (Td)) 
= N wy ,Pk (1) + (k - l)NWy ,Pk (l) 
= kNw",Pk (l) 
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2.7 Theorem. Let e be a central primitive idempotent of JfR. Then N w , Pk (l)e 
is invertible in e Z (JfR). Therefore Nw , Pk (1) is invertible in JfR. 
Proof. The first statement is true if e is of defect 0 by (2.5). Assume that e 
is of defect m > O. By (2.4) 

s 

f(e) = Leo &; ei2 
i=1 

where eo, ei2 are the central primitive idempotents of Z, Z (;r,.-/) respec-
tively, and the defect of ei2 < m. Thus by the previous proposition, 

f(Nw ,Pk (l)e) = f(Nw,Pk (l))f(e) 

= kNw",Pk (l) Leil &;ei2 

= k L eil &; Nw" ,Pk - 1 (l)ei2' 
i 

By induction we have that Nw", Pk - 1 (1 )ei2 is invertible in ei2Z (;r,.-/) for all i, 
and {eil &;ei2h~i9 is orthogonal pairwise. So f(Nw ,Pk (l)e) is not nilpotent. 
Therefore, N W ,h(l)e is not nilpotent. So it is invertible in eZ(JfR) since 
e Z (JfR) is a local ring. 

Let 1 = L:=I ei be a decomposition of central primitive idempotents of the 
identity of JfR. Then 

s 
Nw ,Pk (1) = L Nw ,Pk (l)ei. 

;=1 
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Since NW,Pk(l)ej is invertible in ejZ(2R) for all we have NW,Pk(l) is in-
vertible. 0 

3. GREEN CORRESPONDENCE 

In this section we shall present a couple of applications of Theorem 2.7. 
Recall from § 1 that if M is an indecomposable 2R-module then there is 

a "minimal" parabolic subgroup Jfl of W such that M is relatively ~
projective. Such a group Jfl is called a vertex of M. Now we can say more 
about the vertex. 

3.1 Theorem. Let M be afinitely generated indecomposable 2R-module. Then 
the vertex of M is an I-parabolic subgroup of w. 
Proof. Let H be the vertex of M and P the maximal I-parabolic subgroup 
of H. Then, by Higman's criterion, 

NW,H(Hom-rn(M, M)) = HomJfk(M, M). 

Since NH,p(l) is invertible, we have 

NW,H(Hom-rn(M, M)) = Nw,p (NH,lp(1) Hom-rn(M, M)) 

~ Nw,p(HomKp(M , M)) 

therefore 
Nw,p(HomKp(M, M)) = HomJfk(M, M). 

By Higman's criterion again we get M is relatively JfP-projective. This forces 
P=H. 0 

In the modular representation theory of finite groups, the Green correspon-
dence connects indecomposable modules for the group G with modules for its 
local subgroups (see [AI, F]). Now, we start to establish a q-analogue of the 
Green correspondence for the representations of Hecke algebras. Such a gen-
eralization becomes apparent as soon as 3.1 is set up. First of all we need a 
couple of lemmas. 

3.2 Lemma. Let M be an indecomposable 2R-module with vertex Wr and 
Wp is a parabolic subgroup containing Wr. Then there is an indecomposable 
Kp-module N satisfying any two of the following statements: 

(a) NIM.:rp; 
(b) MIN 0.:rp 2R; 
(c) N has vertex Wr. 

Proof. Since Wr is a vertex of M we have 

MIM0~2R. 

Thus, 
MI(M 0~ Kp) 0.:rp 2R 

since Wr ~ Wp. Hence, M is relatively Kp-projective by Higman's criterion. 
Therefore 

MIM 0.:rp 2R . 
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Thus, there is an indecomposable summand N of MKp such that 

MIN~KpJtR. 

So (a) and (b) hold. 
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Let V be a source of M. Then MW ~ ~ JtR and hence, MI (V Kp)%'R . Thus 
there is an indecomposable summand N of VKp with MIN%'R. We claim that 
N has vertex Wr. 

Since NWKp, we have N is relatively ~-projective, so there is a vertex Wr, 
of N with Wr, ~ Wr. Let V' be a ~,-module with NI(V')$p. Then 

N%'RI((V')Kp)%'R and ((V,)Kp)%'R = (V')%'R, 

hence 

That is M is relatively ~,-projective. Thus Wr, contains a conjugate of Wr. 
Since Wr, ~ Wr we have Wr, = W,. (b) and (c) are true. 

By the proof of 1.2 there is an indecomposable ~-module V such that 
VIM~ and MI V%'R. Hence there is an indecomposable ~-module N with 
NIMKp and VIN~. We shall prove that N has vertex Wr. 

Since NIMKp we have NI(V%'R)Kp. By Mackey's theorem there exists d E 
£g,P such that 

NI V ~~ Td ~Jl;;(d) ~ • 
Hence N has a vertex Wr, with Wr, ~ W/ n Wp = Wv(d) . Assume that V' is 
a source of N, NI V' ~2" ~. Thus 

VI(V' ~2" ~)~. 

By Mackey's theorem we see that V is relatively Kwznw,-projective for some 
z. Thus M is also relatively Kw~nw.-projective, h~nce W, ~w ~7 n Wr. , 
Therefore, 

since W,' ~ ~d • Hence W, is a vertex of N. (a) and (c) hold. 0 

3.3 Lemma. Let r, p be as in 3.2. If N is a relatively ~-projective ~
module, then 

(N ~Kp JtR)Kp ~ NEB Y 
where every indecomposable summand of Y is relatively projective for a subgroup 
of the form 

w.d n WP ' for dE £g,P' d =1= 1. 
Proof. Since N is ~-projective we have NI V ~~ ~ for some ~-module 
V. Thus 

for some ~-module T. 
Now, 

and 
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where 
(N ®2p 7lR)2p = N ffi Y, (T ®2p 7lR)2p = T ffi X 

for suitable ~-modules X, Y by Mackey's theorem. 
On the other hand, by Mackey's theorem again, 

(V ®.,r. 7lR)2p = EB (V ®.,r. Td ®~(d)~) = V ®.,r. ~ ffi U 
dEsg,p 

where d = 1 gives V ®.,r.~ ,the U is the direct sum of all terms for d =I- 1 and 
so each indecomposable summand of U is relatively projective for a subgroup 
of the form ~d n Wp , d E ~TP' d =I- 1. The Krull-Schmidt theorem implies 
that X ffi Y ~ U . So Y is as claimed. 0 

From now on we assume that Wp = JY(ml, r-ml)' Wo = JY(/m, i,-ml). Then 

Wp ;2 Nw(Wo) ;2 JY(/m,r-ml) ;2 We· 
Let .9 be the collection of all parabolic subgroups of W . If .7 is a collection 
of parabolic subgroups of W, then PEw.7 for P E.9 means P = HX for 
some H E .7, x E W. 

We say that 7lR-module M is relatively .7-projective if M = EDjMj, and 
each M j is relatively projective for a group in .7 . 

Let 

fie = {H E .9IH ~ wI n Wo for some dEW, d f{. Wp}, 

Y = {H E .9IH ~ wI n Wp for some dEW, d f{. Wp}, 
% = {P E .9IP ~ Wo is I-parabolic, P f{.w fie}. 

Observe that Wp ;2 Nw(Wo) , fie consists of proper subgroups of Wo , but 
WoE%. 

3.4 Lemma. If Wr is an I-parabolic subgroup of Wo then the following asser-
tions are equivalent: 

(a) Wr Ew fie; 
(b) Wr E fie; 
(c) WrEY; 
(d) WrEwpY. 

Proof. (a):::} (b) If (a) holds then there exists x E W with 

Wr ~ (WI n woy 
for some dEW, d f{. Wp. Since either dx or x is not in Wp we have 
WrEfIe. 

(b) :::} (c) Obvious, since fie ~ Y . 
(c) :::} (d) Obvious. 
(d):::} (a) Suppose that (d) holds. Then there exist x E WP ' dEW, d f{. Wp 

with 

Thus, 
Wr ~ w:xn Wo 

and dx f{. Wp. Hence, Wr Ew fie. 0 
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3.5 Corollary. (a) If M is relatively ~-projective ,?tR-module then M7lp is r -projective; 
(b) If N is relatively r -projective 7tp-module with a vertex contained in Wo 

for each indecomposable summand of N, then N7tR is relatively ~-projective. 
Proof. If L is an indecomposable summand of M then L is relatively projec-
tive for a parabolic subgroup W;. of the group WI n Wo , for dEW, d ¢. Wp. 
Thus we have 

LIL0~,?tR . 
By Mackey's theorem, L7lp is relatively projective for the collection ,99 , 

,99 = {Q E 9'IQ ~ W;.Z n Wp for some z E 9"p}. 

Since WJ.z n Wp ~ (WI n Wo)Z n Wp and either d z or z is not in Wp we have 
,99 ~ r . Therefore L7lp and M7lp are relatively r -projective. 

On the other hand, if L is an indecomposable summand of Nand L has a 
vertex Wr with Wr E r, Wr ~ Wo , then L 7tR is relatively ~-projective and 
WT E ~ by 3.4. So L7tR and N7tR is relatively ~ -projective. 0 

We now prove our main result in this section, which is a q-analogue of the 
Green correspondence in the representation theory of finite groups. 

3.6 Theorem. There is a one to one correspondence between isomorphic classes 
of indecomposable ,?tR-modules with vertex in :z and isomorphic classes of in-
decomposable 7tp-modules with vertex in :Z, which can be characterized as 
follows: 

(a) Let M be an indecomposable ,?tR-module with vertex Wr in :Z. Then 
MJf'., has a unique indecomposable direct summand f(M) with Wr as vertex. p 

Furthermore, 

M7lp ~ f(M) EB ( ~ Ni) 

where a vertex Ni lies in r for all i. 
(b) Let N be an indecomposable 7tp-module with vertex Wr in :Z. Then 

N7tR has a unique indecomposable direct summand g(N) with Wr as vertex. 
Furthermore, 

N'" ~ g(N) '" ( E¥ M j ) 

where Mj has a vertex in ~ for all j. 
(c) In particular, g(f(M» = M and f(g(N» = N. 

Proof. (a) By 3.2 there is an indecomposable 7tp-module V with vertex Wr 
and 

(3.a) 

Applying 3.3 we obtain 
(V 07lp ,?tR)7lp = V EB Y1 

where Y1 is r -projective. Thus, M7lp is isomorphic to V EB Y or Y for some 
summand Y of Y1 • However, again by 3.2, M7lp has an indecomposable 
summand V' with vertex Wr. Now we claim that V' cannot be isomorphic 
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to a summand of Y1 • Otherwise, W. Ewp 1/ by [Jo, 3.35], hence W. Ew fCP 
by 3.4. This is contrary to W. E 2: . Hence V' ~ V and 

(3.b) 

just as claimed. The argument also shows V is unique up to isomorphism. Let 
f(M) = V. Then f is well defined. 

(b) Let 

(3.c) 

be a direct sum of indecomposable ~-module. Since, by 3.3, 

(NJ!R),;;tp ~ N ffi Y 

where Y is relatively 1/ -projective, we have, after renumbering, that 

(3.d) (M1),;;tp ~ N ffi Yl , (Mi),;;tp ~ Yj, 2 ~ i ~ t, 
where the Yj's are ~-modules and 

Y ~ Y1 ffi Y2 ffi ... ffi Yi . 
We claim that Ml has a vertex in 2: and that M2, ... , Mt are fCP -projective. 

Indeed, since MilN ®,;;tp ~ and NIN ®~ ~ we have 

MiIN®~~. 

Hence Mi has a vertex contained in We. Let w., £; We be a vertex of Ml . 
Suppose that Ml is relatively fCP -projective. Then 3.5 implies that (Ml)~ ~ p 

N ffi Y1 is relatively 1/ -projective. It follows that W. E wp 1/ since the vertex of 
N is w., hence W. Ew fCP by 3.4, a contradiction. So Ml is not fCP-projective, 
that is w., ¢. w fCP by 3.4 again. Hence w., E 2: , as claimed. 

Moreover, if M i , (i > 1) was not relatively fCP-projective then, by 3.5, 
(M;),;;tp would not be relatively 1/ -projective since Mi has a vertex contained 
in We, a contradiction. Hence Mi (i > 1) is indeed relatively fCP -projective. 
Let g(N) = M 1 • We have seen that g(N) is unique up to isomorphism, so g 
is well defined. 

It remains to check (c). By (3.a) and (3.c) we have 

Mlf(M)J!R, f(M)J!R ~ g(f(M)) ffi X 

where X is relatively fCP-projective. Hence, g(f(M)) ~ M. Similarly, (3.b) 
and (3.d) imply f(g(N)) ~ N. 
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